You’d never compromise patient health. Why compromise on your keyboard? Really Cool Medical Grade™ keyboards are the #1 choice among uncompromising customers in medical, manufacturing or lab environments—wherever infection control is imperative.

A Medical Grade™ keyboard is sealed, seamless and silent. Clean up fast with bleach solution or any EPA-certified disinfectant—without unplugging the USB cable. With the exclusive TruLock, one touch is all it takes to prevent unwanted commands or screen gibberish.

Really Cool keyboards are born in the USA and can be made to order. Bring us your challenge and we’ll craft a unique solution to meet your needs. Whether your keyboard is standard or custom, you’ll enjoy the confidence that comes with our limited lifetime warranty. The optional Multilevel backlight enable accurate keyboarding in low-conditions.

Add the ingenious magnetic mounting system and your keyboard will hold tight for hygienic storage. Dirty tape and Velcro™ are a thing of the past.

Our low-profile designs clean up fast and have a familiar tactile feel without annoying clicks. Choose between hygienic white or black to match your workstation.

Don’t compromise. Accept no less than the standard by which disinfectible keyboards are measured—Medical Grade™ Really Cool.

### Features
- **Tru-Lock** – Lock your keyboard for easy cleaning without disconnecting your computer
- Standard or Low Profile design
- Sealed, waterproof, immersible
- Hygienic white or black
- No moving parts, no mechanical failure
- Disinfect while on medical cart
- Clean with any EPA-certified disinfectant
- Full-size keyboard
- 2 Year Warranty
- Limited Lifetime Warranty Available

### Specifications
- **Weight**: 1.7 lb (780 g)
- **Size**: 15 x 5.5 x 0.6 in (381 x 140 x 15.3 mm)
- **Cable Length**: 6 ft (1.83 m)
- **Storage Temperature**: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
- **Operating Temperature**: 32°F to 158°F (0°C to 70°C)
- **Power Consumption**: 26mA
- **Platform**: Windows & Mac
- **Layout**: Includes numeric keypad and 12 function keys
- **Color**: Black or Hygienic White
- **IP**: 68
- **Compliance**: CE, FCC, EN-IEC 60901-1

### Medical Grade Options
- Multilevel Magnetic Smart Backlight Attachment Cable

Learn more about Medical Grade™ products and how they support patient safety and infection control at:

www.man-machine.com/medicalgrade7
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